
1.  Supercomputers:  - scaled up cluster with fancy interconnection networks and specially designed hardware.

Very expensive, typically used by very large companies and national laboratories.

BlueGene/L - IBM still builds these (many companies have gone broke)  Characteristics:

� 65,536 dual core nodes 770 MHz 440 PowerPC with 32 KB L1 instruction and data caches

� Each node has Double Hummer fl. pt. unit consisting of two std. fl. pt units capabable of four operations per

cycle (2.8 GFLOPs)

� Each node has a 4 MB sequentially consistent shared on-chip L3 cache and 512 MB of shared off-chip RAM

� Each node has six bidirectional ports to a 3-D torus interconnect with dimensions of 64 x 32 x 32  (a)

� Each node has three bidirectional ports to a collective network (b)

� Each node has four ports to a barrier/interrupt network

a)  In the 64 x 32 x 32 torus, what would be the worst case number of hops to go from one node to any other node?

(cut-through routing is used so data does not need to stop at each node, but combined network latency is 6.4 µs)

b)  The collective network chips have ALUs so data flowing through the network can be combined to form global

SUM, MIN, MAX, and bit-wise OR, AND, or XOR.  It also supports broadcasts (one-to-all) communications.  (A

global fl. pt. add takes 10 µs. using two passes through the network:  one to find the maximum exponent and one to

add the mantissas.)  How many hops delays would it take to broadcast a value throughout a tree of 65,536=216

nodes?

c)  The barrier network is used for simple global communication:  interrupts, barrier synchronization, etc.  It has a

round-trip latency of 1.5 µs.  Why is it so much faster that the collective network?
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d)  A large parallel computation will be divided among the 512 MB RAM of the nodes since there is no shared

memory.  Processors send messages back and forth through the torus network to share blocks of data.   Why do you

suppose supercomputers (like the BlueGene/L) use a single program multiple data (SPMD) where most nodes

executes the same program on different chunks of data? 

2.  A main differences among the six (five?) type of computers centers on memory:

� shared address space (shared memory machines) - single coherent memory all processors can access

(chip multiprocessors, SMP, heterogeneous chip designs)

� distributed address space (distributed memory machines) - processors do not share a memory, but communicate

by passing messages to one another.  (clusters, supercomputers)

a)  Why are shared memory machines considered to be easier to program?

b)  Why build distributed memory machines -- just build larger (more processors and more shared memory) shared

memory machines?

3.  In 1966 Michael J. Flynn suggested Flynn’s Taxonomy that classified computer architectures based on the

number of instruction streams and data streams:

MIMDSIMDMultiple Data Stream

MISDSISDSingle Data Stream

Multiple Instruction StreamSingle Instruction Stream

How would we classify each our computer types?

a)  chip multiprocessors

b)  SMP

c)  heterogeneous chip designs

d)  clusters

e)  supercomputers
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“How can we write programs that perform well on such diverse machines/computers?”  -- performance portability

Textbook’s answer:  abstract away unimportant details to get a single accurate model of parallel computers to guide

parallel program development (PRAM model and CTA model)

Sequential computer analogy is the RAM (Random Access Machine) model or von Neumann model:

� instruction execution unit that fetches and executes instructions stored in memory along with data

� an infinite memory where any memory location can be referenced (read or written) randomly in “unit” time

regardless of location

� instructions are fetched sequentially, except for branch instruction

� instructions are primitive and operate on two numeric values 

Importance of the RAM model:

� allowed programmer to estimate the overall performance of an algorithm based on instruction counts -- big-oh

� exponential performance grow of actual hardware, but programs/algorithms did not need to change because the

RAM model did not

Parallel Computer Models:
PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) model:

� unspecified number of instruction execution units connected to a single unbounded shared memory containing

both instructions and data

� instruction execution units follow their own threads (i.e., different PCs), but they execute instructions in lock

step (all execute an instruction is a cycle)

� all execution units observe a single sequence of memory state changes (called the single memory image).  For

example, if one instruction changes x[0] at the same time another instruction (executing on a different

execution unit) changes x[1], then on the next instruction(s) the values of both memory locations have been

updated.

� multiple instructions reading/writing to the same memory location at the same time give different PRAM

models.  Some possible models:  EREW (exclusive-read, exclusive-write), ERCW (exclusive-read,

concurrent-write), CREW (concurrent-read, exclusive-write), or CRCW (concurrent-read, concurrent-write)

typically concurrent-reads are allowed, with concurrent-writes handled many ways (sub-models), some are:

� memory location only changed if all writes are trying to write the same value,

� memory location changed to an arbitrary value being written, etc.

a)  Why does the PRAM model not work well as a model for parallel programmers?
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CTA (Candidate Type Architecture) Model - accounts for communication costs by explicitly separating memory

references into inexpensive local memory references and expensive non-local memory references.

 Pi - P processors - std. sequential (RAM model) 

       computers connected by an interconnection network

Pc - controller processor to perform initialization,

      synchronization, eurekas, etc.

interconnection - communication network with

      unspecified topology

non-local memory access time, λ >> 1, can be between

2-5 orders of magnitude larger than local memory 

a low node degree implies that a processor cannot have

more than 1 or 2 network transfers in flight at once

Interconnection networks:
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